Summer Blockbusters

THE F/X STORY

VFX MASTERS

HUNT NEW
WORLDS
TO CONQUER

Fresh challenges, unfulfilled dreams keep movie magicians jazzed about their work

V

isual effects masters are called “magicians”
for a reason: They really do seem like conjurers. The only limits on what they can put
on the screen seem to be time, budget and
imagination.
But when anything and everything is
within your grasp, what’s left to accomplish? What excites top vfx supervisors about their work, and
what do they still dream of doing?
“You’re striving to challenge yourself,” says Star Trek Into
Darkness vfx supervisor Roger Guyett. A sci-fi fan, he says, “For
a visual-effects artist, lighting ships in space is pretty hard to
beat.” It was a special thrill when a vfx image of the Enterprise
in warp became the poster for the Star Trek reboot. “You feel
like you’re creating a memorable image when that happens,”
he says.
Visual effects are labeled post-production but vfx supes are
on a picture from pre-production through the end of post. Voker Engel, most famous for Independence Day and the vfx super-
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Marc Weigert, left,
and Volker Engel
teamed to supervise
the visual effects of
White House Down.

visor on this summer’s White House Down, says, “My favorite
time is pre-production. To come up with the best ways of tackling all of this and work closely with the director, get his vision
on the screen and also have a say on where this will all go.”
Marc Weigert, who teamed with Engel to supervise White
House Down agrees: “I love pre-production the most is because
that’s the most creative time. You pre-visualize the scenes which
means you are 100% creative. You can try any camera move you
want.” After Earth vfx supervisor Jonathan Rothbart enjoys
all three phases, but in different ways. After the planning in
pre-production, he says, “There’s so much problem-solving on

VOLKER AND WEIGERT: MICHAEL LEWIS
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WARP CORPS
Visual effects images
for both of the
rebooted Star Trek
films have become
central to the
marketing campaign.

Blomkamp’s
Elysium Imagines
Gritty Future
Science fiction tale combines
CG with real-life Mexican slum

N

eill Blomkamp’s eagerly awaited
Elysium looks to be the sort of
sci-fi story that falls right in the
helmer’s wheelhouse. A man takes
a dangerous mission that might
save millions in a dystopian future where the
wealthy live on a space station while the poor
live on the ravaged Earth below.
Assistant visual effects supervisor Andrew
Chapman believes the pic’s combination of real
and CGI imagery will make an impact.
“We used a slum in Mexico as the location
shoot for a rundown Earth and then added on
to what we had,” says Chapman. “The perfect
world inhabited by the rich was also beautiful
and strange at the same time.”
Chapman believes drawing from real places
also gave the film an authenticity it might not
have had otherwise. Though it made the cast
and crew feel awful to be in a difficult location,
he says, the performances took on a kind of grit.
— Karen Idelson

set, it really challenges you on a day-to-day basis,” he says. That meant putting
stunt men into gray suits and having them chase Jaden Smith while shooting a scene where he flees angry baboons. “It changed the whole feel of that
sequence,” Rothbart says. Replacing the stunt men with computer-generated
baboons paid off the effort.
Rothbart also has unfulfilled f/x dreams. “I’d always love to work on a Spider-Man film because I’m a huge Spider-Man geek.” But his favorite thing to
do, he says, would be “a film where nobody knows it has any visual effects
in it at all.”
Dan Kaufman, vfx supe of Percy Jackson: Sea of Monsters, says he’d love
to try a fully CG character. “That would be a great challenge, to do that,” he

says. “Avatar did a lot of great work with really main characters but
it would be harder to do it in a completely realistic environment.”
Guyett would love to do a picture combining stop-motion, miniatures and digital vfx. “Some sort of mashup with some sort of crazy
Ray Harryhausen thing would be amazingly appealing to me,” he
says. But he concedes it’s hard to imagine what such a project could
actually be.
And sometimes vfx supervisors long for very simple things. Volker
Engel says with a laugh the project he’d like to tackle is “The sequel
to Independence Day.” Does he think that will ever happen? “Well,
there’s something I can’t tell you right now.”
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Man of Steel

SUMMER’S
EFFECTS
TO HEAT UP
SCREENS

Season’s dozen tentpoles range from thunderous to sly

White House Down

T

his summer offers f/x-heavy pics as diverse as any year
ever, some of them offering new takes on familiar and
established franchises.

FUTURESCAPES
Oblivion started out the summer f/x season by featuring
a retro technique — front projection — for its Sky Tower set.
Projected skyscapes even were used to light the actors. Neil
Blomkamp’s Elysium will end the summer with its story of a
lone hero caught between a decrepit Earth and the off-world
refuge for the wealthy. (See related story page 45).
Star Trek Into Darkness vfx supervisor Roger Guyett says, “I
really wanted to step it up a notch,” so the starship Enterprise itself and its space dock got “tricked out” details.

After Earth

In a different twist on the future, most
of After Earth takes place on a verdant
but deadly planet: Earth. Look for Jaden
Smith’s aerial chase with a giant raptor,
shot in Switzerland with stuntmen in
bird suits soaring past cliffs at 160 mph.
CREATURE FEATURES
Guillermo del Toro’s Pacific Rim is the
helmer’s love letter to Japan’s cinematic
tradition of giant robots and giant monsters — and there will be plenty of other
creatures on cinema screens. Fox’s Percy
Jackson: Sea of Monsters draws on classic

Ray Harryhausen mythological beasts,
updated for the next generation of fans.
World War Z offers a new take on
zombies: Up to 8,500 of them massed
in the “tower of zombies” scene in Israel. For Universal’s RIPD vfx supervisor
Mike Wassel and his team created bad
guys whose appearances reflected their
villainy and engineered an entirely CG
Kevin Bacon.
For The Mortal Instruments: City
of Bones, about a young woman who
must fight demons that would destroy
humanity, vfx supervisor Edward Taylor
drew inspiration from the natural world.
“When you’re creating supernatural creatures, there are actually a lot of larvae
and other slimy things that work very
well,” says Taylor laughing.
ACTION & SUPERHEROES
Iron Man 3 overcame plenty of obstacles, including an injury to Robert
Downey Jr. and the bankruptcy of Digital
Domain, but all ended well for the kickoff
of Marvel’s Phase 2.
White House Down, a Die Hard-style
actioner, serves up a digital White House
and Washington, D.C., in its aerial shots
(The real thing has a no-fly zone. Go figure.) Pic’s car chases also benefitted from
the an advanced previsualization system
that let the team drive digital cars in real
time as shots were planned.
Superman gets a bigscreen reboot
in Man of Steel. This pic promises a fast,
agile Kryptonian hero battling villains
every bit his equals. In Fox’s The Wolverine, the latest tale of Marvel’s most popular X-Man, vfx supervisor Philip Brennan
engineered plates for a bullet train battle
by driving along many of Tokyo’s elevated highways to get footage.
The biggest wild card of the summer is
probably Disney’s The Lone Ranger, produced by Jerry Bruckheimer and directed by Gore Verbinski, the team behind
the original Pirates of the Caribbean
trilogy. Look for surreal, CG-enhanced
Western action in the vein of the Pirates
pics, but at locomotive speed instead of
a sail’s pace.
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Legacy FX
Makes Armored
Heroes Shine
Practical effects still have a
place, even in the digital age

ALEXANDER: JASON MADARA

I

n the digital, fix-it-in-post age, it’s easy
to assume that the fantastical images
that appear on screens are all created
with computer generated imagery.
But just as there is still a place for sets,
costumes and lights, the niche for oldschool practical f/x refuses to disappear.
Legacy FX provided armored suits for
the Iron Man pics and Pacific Rim, as well
as the intricate apparatus that Pacific Rim’s
pilots use to control their giant robots.
32TEN effects, which occupies some of the
space in San Rafael, Calif., once occuped by
Industrial Light & Magic and Kerner Optical,
created some miniatures that were shot in
3D for Pacific Rim . And special f/x master
Neil Corbould continues to be busy; he’s sfx
supervisor on World War Z as well as the
upcoming Red 2 and Gravity.
Practical f/x have their limits, though,
says Legacy topper Shane Mahan, and
today’s high-octane actioners inevitably
push in-camera f/x to the sideline “as stories
become more and more intricate and audiences expect more and more action, more
animation is required,” Mahan says. “We’re
bound by the physics of the world. I can’t
actually make a man fly in a facscimile of a
metal suit.”
On the Iron Man pictures, it has been
common to fully or partially replace practical
armor with CG armor in post. But he’s excited about Pacific Rim because the armored
Jaeger-pilot suits are always practical. “The
actors were in the suits. What you shot on
camera was what you got. And that’s what I
loved about working on the movie. And they
were complete from head to toe.”
— David S. Cohen

Tim Alexander Rides Again
Rango wrangler saddles up for his second desert
adventure with Gore Verbinski, The Lone Ranger

I

t wasn’t much of a stretch for visual-effects supervisor Tim Alexander to move from an animated film
(Paramount’s Oscar-winning Rango) to Disney’s
bigscreen adaptation of The Lone Ranger.
In directing live-action films, Gore Verbinski, who
helmed both, has a 50-50 rule: get half of the frame in
camera, while the rest is generated in a computer. That’s
where Alexander comes in.
“It’s very much a Gore show,” Alexander says. Verbinski
erected a four-mile train track around an Old West town
built in New Mexico. “He’s about getting as much as he
can in camera.” But they discovered it’s difficult to shoot
on a moving train.

The Lone Ranger’s white horse, Silver, was also digital
in some scenes.
Alexander is used to working on digital characters
from Rango, three Harry Potter films and The Spiderwick
Chronicles. “I’ve always been a creature show kind of guy,”
he says.
He began his career at Industrial Light & Magic as a
compositor on 1996’s Star Trek: First Contact. In three
years at Walt Disney Studios before that, he worked on
James and the Giant Peach.
After saddling up twice with Verbinski, Alexander’s
now looking to get out of the desert. “I’m hopefully working on some travel reservations.”
— Marc Graser
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BillionDollar VFXSupervisor

DAZZLING
THE WORLD,
ONE PIXEL
AT A TIME
John Knoll’s knack for finding the next big thing put him atop the f/x field

BY DAV I D S. C O H E N

P

ixel by pixel, pic by pic, John Knoll is approaching living-legend status.
Knoll’s growing list of accomplishments includes a visual effects Oscar for Pirates of the
Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest; credits spanning the Star Wars, Star Trek, Mission: Impossible
franchises and an Oscar-winning animated feature, Rango; and one of the world’s most popular and important software applications, Photoshop, which he invented with his brother Tom.
Directors praise him lavishly. Guillermo del Toro, who directed Knoll’s next pic as vfx
supervisor, Pacific Rim, calls him flatly “by far my favorite vfx collaborator, because in him you have a
superb technician, a great artist and a magnificent human being. He is truly a great partner to have in
your project.”
Beyond that, he has recently ascended to chief creative officer of Industrial Light & Magic — certifying
that even among ILM’s stellar roster of vfx supes, Knoll holds the title of smartest guy in the room.
Yet none of it might have happened if not for his penchant for hobbies.
“I’ve gone through a whole series of careers where something started as a hobby of some kind,” Knoll
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Helmers Hail Knoll’s F/X Acumen

Gore
Verbinski

Brad
Bird

James
Cameron

Guillermo
del Toro

“There’s a duality to
John. He’s a brainiac
in the best sense,
so we could have
conversations on subsurface scattering
of light and fluid
simulation and particle
simulation, but I could
also talk about a scene
emotionally like I would
talk to an actor. He has
that skillset as well, and
that’s very rare.”

“One of the reasons
I like him is because
he’s about not just
physics and light and
properties. He’s down
for any crazy idea
you want to do.
But he doesn’t want it
to look like an effect.
When you get into
something stylized like
Rango the goal is not to
be ‘realistic,’ the goal
is to be convincing.
And those are two
different things.”

“He knows he’s not there
to make his version
of the film, but at the
same time there has to
be pride of authorship
in the shots. I think it’s
that balance between
having pride in your
own work and the
dazzle the shots will
create but making sure
you’re 100% delivering
on the vision of the
filmmaker. Having
run an effects facility
myself, I know the
traits of really good
effects supervisors,
and I see all that
in John.”

“He has an experience
and longevity in this
business that would
warrant him being
jaded, or him being
crusty about the way
things have to be done.
But I extracted a lot of
crazy stuff from him;
and he was so happy
to try unorthodox,
basically weird stuff.
He basically has
the heart of a kid
and the mind of a
scientist, and that’s a
great combination.”

muses. “Almost everything I’ve been paid to do was something
that was largely self-taught.”
Indeed, Knoll has had a knack for arriving early at the next
big thing. He got hooked on special effects through the films of
Ray Harryhausen as a boy and had taken up filmmaking with
models and miniatures before Star Wars kicked off the era of
f/x blockbusters.
Special f/x then became his focus at USC Film School. While
still a student there, he became fascinated with motion control
camera rigs and built one from scratch. Motion control was cutting-edge tech in those days, and that landed him a job at ILM.
In the months that followed, while working nights as a
motion control camera tech at ILM, he took up coding software. That in turn led to the creation of Photoshop. At that
point, his unusual combination of skills positioned him perfectly for the CG revolution in f/x.
James Cameron recalls working side-by-side on set with
Knoll to create the pseudopod for The Abyss. “It was the first
time a soft-surfaced CG character was ever used in a motion
picture,” says Cameron, “so it was very groundbreaking work.
But (Knoll had) this calm and methodical approach, and of
course I relate to that well.” Many years later, he reunited with
Knoll when ILM helped finish Avatar. “I felt we were going to
be in good hands, and that proved to be the case.”
ILM president Lynwen Brennan, who runs the company
alongside Knoll, has heard such praise before. She calls him
“an incredible collaborator with directors. He always puts
their vision first. No challenge is impossible for him. He has
an almost kid-like enthusiasm for what they bring to him.”
But his first big studio assignment as vfx supervisor, Hudson Hawk, proved a dud, and that set him back. “It’s harder
to get your second picture than it is to get your first one,” he
muses. His friend, helmer Patrick Read Johnson, rescued him
from career purgatory and put him on Baby’s Day Out. Next
he was offered Star Trek: Generations. “I said ‘Oh yeah! Star

John Knoll won the
Academy Award
for visual effects as
head of the team
on Pirates of the
Caribbean: Dead
Man’s Chest, which
featured the
performancecapture character,
Davy Jones.

Trek! Sign me up!,” says Knoll.
From there his star rose fast. He was supervisor on the
first Mission: Impossible and Star Trek: First Contact. Then
followed the Star Wars: Episode I — The Phantom Menace, a
sink-or-swim experience. “We got thrown all of these unsolved
problems that had never really been dealt with in the industry
and it was a little terrifying,” he recounts. “But boy, I thought
that ‘if I survive Episode I, if I can get through this and bring
this to a successful conclusion, nothing is ever going to faze
me again.’ ” To this day, in fact, Knoll is famous for his calm
demeanor. In between the Star Wars movies there were the
Pirates pics and an Academy Award.
Knoll, though, says there are a couple of areas where sharpeyed auds may spot his creative stamp. “Having been a cameraman, I think about ‘Well, if this was real, how would this
be shot?’ I try to inject as much realism as much as possible.
“Also, after growing up in a scientific household, I care about
getting the physics right. I think that audiences can see it too,
even if they can’t necessarily point to the thing that’s wrong,
something just looks wrong about that. You have to do what the
story demands, but inside of those constraints I try to inject as
much realistic physics as I’m allowed to.”
Still, Brennan says: “(Knoll) has this brain of a rocket scientist and yet he has zero ego. That’s one of the things I find so
wonderful.” She’s not alone. Brad Bird, who worked with him
most recently on Mission Impossible: Ghost Protocol, says, “You
can tell you’re with somebody who’s extraordinarily smart but
he’s got a sort of self-effacing, soft tone that makes him easy to
hang around with it.”
For Knoll, that’s just a matter of how he sees his role. “I
certainly have opinions about things but we’re a service organization. Our job is to try and realize the director’s vision.”
He’ll offer ideas to directors who aren’t sure what they want,
“but if the director really has something they’re going for my
job is to understand that and make it happen for them.”
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John Knoll: BOXOGRAPHY

Spaced Invaders

Hudson Hawk

Baby’s Day Out

Star Trek: Generations

DOMESTIC

DOMESTIC

DOMESTIC

DOMESTIC

$15,369,573

$17,218,116

$16,827,420

$75,671,125

WORLDWIDE

FOREIGN

FOREIGN

FOREIGN

$40,800,000**

$43,400,000

$42,400,000

WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

April 27, 1990

$15,369,573

Deep Blue Sea
July 30, 1999
DOMESTIC

$73,648,142
FOREIGN

$91,000,000
WORLDWIDE

$164,648,142

May 24, 1991

July 1, 1994

Nov. 18, 1994

$58,018,116

$60,227,420

$118,071,125

Star Wars: Episode I —
The Phantom Menace

Mission: Impossible

Star Trek: First Contact

DOMESTIC

DOMESTIC

$180,981,856

$92,027,888

FOREIGN

FOREIGN

$276,714,503

$54,000,000

WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

May 9, 1999
DOMESTIC

$474,544,677*
FOREIGN

$552,500,000

June 22, 1996

Nov. 22, 1996

WORLDWIDE

$457,696,359

$146,027,888

Star Wars: Episode II —
Attack of the Clones

Pirates of the Caribbean:
The Curse of the Black Pearl

Star Wars: Episode III —
Revenge of the Sith

Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Man’s Chest

DOMESTIC

DOMESTIC

DOMESTIC

DOMESTIC

$310,676,740

$305,413,918

$380,270,577

$423,315,812

FOREIGN

FOREIGN

FOREIGN

FOREIGN

$338,721,588

$348850097

$468,484,191

$642,863,913

WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

May 19, 2002

$649,398,328

Worldwide
Total:

$7b

$1,027,044,677

July 13, 2003

May 22, 2005

July 9, 2006

$654,264,015

$848,754,768

$1,066,179,725

Mission: Impossible —
Ghost Protocol

Confessions
of a Shopaholic

Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World’s End

DOMESTIC

DOMESTIC

DOMESTIC

$209,397,903

$44,277,350

$309,420,425

FOREIGN

FOREIGN

FOREIGN

$485,315,477

$64,055,872

$654,000,000

WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

Dec. 16, 2011

$694,713,380

Feb. 13, 2009

$108,333,222

May 27, 2007

$963,420,425
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